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The upper headwaters of the Mainoru and Wilton Rivers 
is made up of two perennial springs forming a significant 
aquatic refuge for several important species. The pristine 
spring water that runs continuously all year, attracts 
abundant bird life including the forest kingfisher and 
antilopine wallaby.

Under the 10 year voluntary Territory Conservation 
Agreement with Territory NRM, owners Cathy and Danny 
Hayes are working to exclude cattle and feral animals 
from sensitive spring and riparian areas to protect the 
integrity of the ecosystem. 

Top Springs, located near the central Arnhem Highway 
and Mainoru Store is not only a significant aquatic refuge 
for fauna in the area, but its crystal clear waters also offer 
a place of rest and relaxation to travellers and locals. 

Danny and Cathy have 
been in the NT for 30 
years, and believe 
their springs are quite 
special and are also 
working with Territory 
NRM to develop 
interpretive signage 
encouraging people to 
act responsibly and help 
look after the site.

Case study - Mainoru Station
Agreement to future-proof significant springs

Who: Cathy and Danny Hayes
Where: Mainoru Station, 250 km from Katherine along the Central 
Arnhem Highway.

Mainoru 
Station

Farming for the future
This project contributes 
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Case study - Mainoru Station

“The springs with their banyan trees and pristine spring 
water that runs continuously all year, attracts abundant 
bird life and antilopine wallaby,” Cathy said. “We believe 
our springs are quite special and they were getting 
gradually destroyed by feral animals.”

As part of the agreement, they will manage feral animals 
at the sites, by fencing riparian habitat, and implement 
new fire management regimes and weed management. 
This will improve the condition of native vegetation 
and protect the springs, reducing the threat of erosion 
trampling and overgrazing within these significant and 
sensitive landforms. 

The TCA Program assists producers to protect areas of 
conservation significance on their pastoral leases. 

The 10 year voluntary agreements are designed 
to integrate management for native vegetation and 
biodiversity into production regimes and property 
business plans. 

For more information on the Territory Conservation 
Agreement contact Territory NRM on 8942 8300.
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